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Background:                                                                         @Ridewithvia
- Via is a ridesharing app that available in Chicago, NYC and Washington D.C. 
- They offer a low flat rates of $5 - $7 regardless of time or location.
- It is said to work more like a “bus line” rather than a taxi service.

- They pick up multiple people during one trip in an SUV.
- You have to meet drivers on a corner rather than being picked up at your exact location.
- Creates a sense of “community” among passengers and drivers.

- There is also an opportunity for passengers to purchase a ViaPass: Starting 
at $63 + tax, for one week passengers can take up to 4 rides per day. They 
can also purchase a month pass starting at $179 for commuters.

- Via also works with Paris, France and Austin, Texas ride apps -- they bought 
Via’s ridesharing technology. 



Target Audience:
- It is not completely clear who Via is currently trying to target. However, we 

think they should be targeting commuters (primarily college students and 
people in their 20s). 

- Demographics:
- Twitter and Instagram: Any gender, 16-35 years old, in and out of school, young working adult 

or student, in Manhattan, Chicago or D.C. 
- Facebook: Any gender, older crowd -- 20-50, working professionals, in Manhattan, Chicago, or 

D.C. 

-  Psychographics: 
- Interests: traveling, trying new things (places to eat)-- risk takers. 
- Important: saving money and advancing career.

- Social Technographics: 
- Are mostly creators and critics. They are happy to try new alternatives and talk about their 

experiences, as well as form critical opinions online through writing reviews.



Twitter
Currently:

- Post 1-2 times per day.
- Mostly photo content that features drivers.
- Post a lot of low-quality graphics that look boring and similar. 
- Lack of variety of content -- don’t switch up their posts. It seems to be the 

same kind of post over and over again.
- Only tweet graphics or photos -- they never Tweet with words.
- Only retweet positive articles about Via, they don’t curate any other content. 
- Give value to drivers over customers -- only promote and showcase them on 

their social media. What about the passengers? 



What Via’s Twitter Should Be Doing: 
- Twitter is important for Via because they can use it for advertising promotions 

and translate the sense of community that they frequently talk about (ex: 
friendliness of drivers/ fun ride experience) through Tweets. 

- Optimize through Hashtags: Continue using #ViaHero. However, develop 
more hashtags such as #SecretStops.

- They use “Secret Stops” on Instagram to advertise good spots for food throughout NYC. Over 
Tweets, they can ask followers to tweet using “#SecretStops” with their suggestions for the 
next location to increase engagement.

- Invest in Twitter Ads, sponsored Tweets.  
- Via would benefit the most from “Awareness Campaigns.” It’s cost-effective and will raise 

awareness. 
- They would pay Twitter for the number of impressions (CPM). 

- Use Union Metrics to improve their Tweets: “Quickly analyze your Tweets and get 
customized tips with a free tool from our ecosystem partner Union Metrics.” 

https://business.twitter.com/en/help/overview/ads-pricing.html
https://unionmetrics.com/free-tools/twitter-assistant-btc/?utm_source=btc&utm_campaign=analytics&utm_content=box


They receive a lot of negative 
comments: 

- They address these comments 
always including a “sorry.”

- However, because they are 
the first ones that pop up when 
searching “ridewithvia,” this 
doesn’t look good...

- They promote their drivers and 
how friendly they are. Seeing 
this reverses everything they 
promote. 

 Via Twitter’s Biggest Issue: 



How to Fix it: 
- Through analyzing competitors, we found Lyft has a separate Twitter 

(@asklyft). Passengers can Tweet this account and get an automatic 
response. 

- Uber also has separate Twitter and can be found in their bio “Question or 
comment? Tweet @Uber_support.”

- Via should create another Twitter presence, @Viasupport. 
- They would be able to manage their comments easier, and it wouldn’t 

necessarily be associated with their main Twitter/ impact how they are 
perceived upon searching them. 



Get rid of other Twitter accounts: 
- Via has separate Twitter accounts for the cities they operate in. For the most 

part, they post the same content on each and they don’t have a large enough 
user-base to need separate accounts. 

- In the future, as they grow bigger, they can perhaps look into developing 
these accounts (such as Uber). Currently, these Twitter accounts only have 
under approx. 300-400 followers. 

- They should work on focusing and developing their main Twitter first. 



Instagram

- Via is Inconsistent with posts. For short periods of time they’ll post once a 
day, but sometimes they take ten day gaps in between posts.

- Their content varies on Instagram from promotions to high-quality pictures of 
the cities they operate in.

- Post a lot of low-quality graphics that look boring and similar. 
- Heavy focus on drivers.
- Their captions are long and informative.
- Via currently has a campaign called Secret Stops that allows followers to 

guess certain food establishment Via takes pictures of for prizes.



What Via’s Instagram Should Be Doing:
- Less focus on small promotions/giveaways/drivers that followers may be 

tempted to scroll past. 
- Break up posts that contain graphics. 
- Take more pictures of the cities they’re located in.

- Make separate Instagram accounts to separate their user-base.

-  More emphasis on Secret Stops and make it hashtag.

-  Shorten captions to better engage followers.

- Utilize sponsored ads to promote their brand.

- Use tools like Power Editor to track their progress and better 
understand their audience.

https://www.facebook.com/business/help/1707170429592838


Via Instagram Biggest Issue:

- A majority of Via’s posts are 
similar low-quality graphics that 
can easily be mistaken for ads. 

- Via needs to improve on 
engaging their following better

- Shorten captions
- Eye-catching posts
- #SecretStops



Good Bad
More This: Less This:



How to Fix it: 
- Via needs to get rid of graphics entirely on Instagram (they can save 

graphics for Twitter), except for an occasional monthly graphic that 
features a quote that reflects their brand. 

- Example: 
- Insert this quote: “The first step to getting anywhere is deciding 

you’re not staying where you are.” in brand colors and incorporate 
the Via logo. 

- However, they need to ensure that it will be high-quality. 
- This will also coincide with their brand image that they are friendly, positive 
and care about both their drivers and passengers well-being. 



Facebook 
Currently: 

- Post about 7 times per month (on average twice a week).
- Long statuses that feature a photo or graphic. 
- Primarily focus on featuring their drivers and offer rewards to passengers who 

share the best “Driver Story.”
- Their moving graphics are low-quality and unnecessary. 
- They don’t curate an content. 
- They show support for things happening in the world: For example, Hurricane 

Harvey support in Texas. 
- Partnered with the New York Times to increase the purchase of ViaPass.

 



What Via’s Facebook Should Be Doing: 

- Facebook is important for Via because they need it for advertising promotions 
as well as maintaining their voice of having a community-feel. They can use it 
to show that care about both their drivers and passengers. 

- They need to shorten their statuses, except for when they feature their 
drivers. For a promotion, they can explain deals they have going on through a 
higher quality, informative graphic -- no need for a lengthy, wordy explanation.

-  Incorporate more video.
- Facebook users love video 

- Curate photos of the cities (Chicago, NYC and D.C.)



Via Facebook Biggest Issue: 

- Low-quality graphics and lack of video 
content. 

- In this lengthy caption, they could easily 
create a video explaining the purpose of 
using #ViaBFF. 

- The video quality is poor and not engaging. 
Why would viewers want to watch a 
handshake? 



How to Fix it:
- They should make more videos that showcase what they are promoting rather 

than long captions with a video that is boring.
- Shoot higher quality video.
- Present their tone of being friendly and having community-feel through 

videos.
- Instead of using random graphics of cities, they can showcase cities in artsy 

light and promote events occurring in each city.
- For example: Yankee game tonight? Incorporate visuals from Yankee stadium with Via logo 

and offer discounted rides to the game. 
- Put promotions on higher-quality pictures. 



Getting on Board with YouTube:
- Via should create a YouTube channel where they can post interviews with 

their drivers rather than flooding all of their social media accounts with long 
biographies.

- These videos can be embedded and shared across each platform. 

- Reach out to YouTube influencers to talk about their experiences with using 
Via.

- Similar to Uber and Lyft they could provide these YouTubers with discount codes and free 
rides to share with their subscribers. 

- After #SecretSpot is revealed, they can provide a video that gives more 
information about it (create incentive for people to use Via to get there). 

- Interview owners/ employees, take video of good looking foods/ drinks. 



Utilize Snapchat: 

- They should invest in Snapchat filters that promote Via. 
- For example: Use a face filter that shows a background of NYC, Chicago or D.C. including 

their logo and hashtag  #ridewithvia.

- Sponsored advertisements. 
- Create a campaign where if passengers make a Snapchat story and link the 

Via website, they can receive Via credit. 
- Geotag Secret Spot locations once they are revealed. 

c



Collaborate with OpenTable: 
- OpenTable is an app/ software program where users can book reservations at 

restaurants (30,685 restaurants use OpenTable in NYC). 
- Via should look to collaborate with OpenTable to provide an opportunity for 

users to use Via.
- After booking a table, an option would appear that gives a code for a 

discounted Via ride (that expires once the time of the reservation passes) to 
the restaurant. 

- It would benefit the OpenTable (creating an incentive for people use their app 
to book reservations), Via (to choose over other ridesharing apps) and the 
passenger (discounted fare). 



Sources: 
https://www.nytimes.com/2015/03/15/nyregion/like-taking-a-luxury-bus-via-a-ride-s
hare-app-offers-manhattan-trips.html

https://business.twitter.com/en/help/overview/ads-pricing.html

https://www.opentable.com/about/
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